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1

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

2

The meeting will please come

3 to order.
Today's meeting.is to discuss the third draft of

4
5

the NRC's proposed policy and planning guidance documento

I apologize for the late deliveiy 6f the document,

6

7but you· will remember that OPE called to our attention the
8possibility that this version might not be available with
9 much lead. time.

Today I would like to see

10

11

aqr~•ment

~f

we can reach

that the document before us adequately covers the

12major Commission policies

~nd

planning guidance.

If we can

13 agree that the document is generally on target, then we can
14establish a: process -to work out word.ing changes that remain
ts to
16

be

resolved •
pr~pose·

. What I would
.

.

.

"

is to have OPE working' with

'

·17 EDO and the Commissioners' staJf s and the Commissioners
1a.themselves, deal :with the· proposed _work chari:g~s ·.at the
"•

·. 19 w6rkirig, level •.
20.··

While I am:h6peful'that

~nother Com~ission

21 will not be necessary, in.the event

th~t

22 unresolved issues that arise from .OPE
23~nd

·.e·

the Commissioners

~e

there are

wor~ing

with the staff

can address them at the next

24 meeting scheduled. for December
25.

meeting

16th·~-.

After we get final.agreement on the wording, I
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1 would· proposed to get approval of the document by notation
2 vote.

-e

For

3

tod~y's

meeting I propose that OPE walk us

4through the document identifying the major features at this
5point in time, identifying the major changes that have been
6made and then open it up for Commission discussion.
Any other comments anyone wou1d like to make

7

8 before we start?

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

9

I just want to know where

10 the .cameras are?
11

(Laughter .. )

12

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

13.earlier.

Maybe earlier

14

(Laughter.)

15.

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

the~

Well, we commented on that
misunderstood PPG to be PG&E.

What did y9u mean when you

1esaid they are going .t& walk us .through and we are going to
.11comment later?

Are we
.

going~o

go at it pa9e·bY page?

.

CHAIRMAN. PALLADINO:

What I

w.as going to suggest

1swas·first to see whether or not this.is the general intent;.
2owhether this
21 covered

o~

co~ers

the topics that you think ought to be

whether there are other issues that ought to be

22 developed.
23

I

was.going to propose that if we feel it is on.

24 target that we have each Commissioner submit the word · ·
25 changes. ·and let OPE ·working with you and your staff get· a
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1 version that maybe we can vote on.
Now if there are basic resolved issues by next

2

3 week, we do have scheduled a meeting on the 16th and then I
-4would say well then we. hammer out of the issues on which we
5 have continuing questions.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

6

At least for me, Joe, what

7 I would like to do sometime this afternoon is ask about

·a three or four items which I had asked about on the two
9 previous versions.

I doh' t

think the interchange is getting

10anywhere and there may just be some fundamental policy
11 changes involved.

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO.i:

12

Now those ki.nd of. issues I

13 would hope_ we woul.d address this afternoon.

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

14

What are the sorts- of

15 things you a re talking about?
;

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

16

Well~

he is going to bring

17them_ up in a minute •

. COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

18

Give me a word·or two of

-19 warning~-_

- 20
21

(Laughter.)

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:_

Whether the generic issues_

22approach ought to be changed and whether we should assume we
23are going to get any construction permits.
24
25

-_'COMMISSIONER

~!LINSKY:

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

Applications you mean.

New applications.

.e
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COMMISSIONER AHEARNEi

Yes.

2

MR. REMICK:

3

This is the third version

4~as·

the

Dec~mber

Thank you, Mr. Chairmano
an~

I

everybbdy

assu~e

7th version in front of them.

Although i t

Sis dated December 1th, there were changes still going into.
6 effect this.·· morning.
7

(Laughter.)

8

I apologize also that you did not have much

9advance time to read it, but we did. just about as

~ell

as we

10 could ..

11
12ver~ions

The major changes I think

f~om

the previous

are in the addition of a section called "Safe

13 Operation of Licensed Plants" which was at the re quest of
14 the Chairman and• as .a result taking other components that
15existed in the earlier drafts and

~utting

some of ihdse

16under the "Safa Operatin of Licensed Fiants."
.

.

Then "there. was another. section· that ha.d previously .
.· 18 been called . ·~other Impo'rtant' Steps • .._ . That. has been. reti tTed
'

.

:

19. ~·rmpro~ing. Related· Regulatory Tools'": in response .to a
20.request fro~_the Chairman •
21

.··•rnternational Activities" which was in the second

22draft has. been put under a category called "Other

Polici~s"

23because it did riot· seem td fit in the oth~rs.
24

'A~ot~er change is the.CRBR issue.

~e ha~ gotten

25 some .conflicting 'indications from the Commissioners on that··
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1 and that is currently addressed under "Near-Term Licensing
2 Problems and. Responses that had previously been under the
3 section called "Other· Important Steps ..
4

11

Sb· that is a very brief summary of changes without

5 saylig that this went from ·page so and' so to
6

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:-

The iast one the has moved.

7from the front to the back arid then back to the front againo
That i~ right6 yes~

8

MR. REMICK:

9

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

For the most part, as best

10 as I can tell, other than what you just mentioned, there are
11 ~ery few other changes~

The 16cations are

~hifted

around to

12 ·try to get a· more .readable document ..
13

MR. REMICK:

Not major change so

.Certainly the

· 14 pressurized thermal ·Shock is a new item that is in here at
·. 15.the request of. the Chairman, but they are:mostly. wording
16changes 'in our

~ttempt

td respond to

comment~ ~e

received

· 17 f.rom either Commissioners or from .Eno.· ·
.·

. ·1a -·

.-CHAIRMAN PALLADINO.:.

Are. you· ready :for comments

19 and· questions?
I

20

· MR. REMICK:

Yes.

21

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

22

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

.23

(Laughter.)

24

. CHAIRMAN. PALLADINO:

2s~onversations~-

Do ydu want to

I

start~-John?

That was the overview?

said hri:ef

(Simultaneous.

.Inatidible).

ALDE.RSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC,
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(Laughter.)
2

COMMISSIONER

On page 7, at the bottom of

AHEARNE~

3the Planning Guidance, in talking about the staff reviews
4and public hearing schedule, I had rasied· a question in one
5of my comments on whether the staff planhing should be based
6on independent NRC estimates of construction completion
7 dates.

8

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

9

COM~ISSIONER

Yes&
If there was a filter

AHEARNE~

10somewhere this did not seem to pass through.
11

(laughter.)

12

CHAIRMAN

13

(Laughter.)

14

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

PALLADINO~

I

think I

was the filterc

Although I. realize it is a

15contentious subject, I think that we have now had another
16 cycle of. eight or :nine months in which once again·, as in
17 every time that I
. 1aof AEC and

NBC~.

can tell in going over -the back history· of

every time the issue

19estimates turn but t6 be

muc~

.co~es

better than

up
th~

the staff's
licensee

20 estimates.
21

CHAIRMA~

PALLADINO:

My feeling on the subject is

. 22that I didri't want to get into the bind of whether we do it
23 on the basis of what the owners say is going to be the.
24ctimp1etion. date or on the basis of what we say because. I
25think for some reports we have been directed to base it on

ALDERSON REPORTING·COMPANY, INC,
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8

1 the owner's construction dates.

In the long planning,

2though, I think we have to use the best information we have
3 at hand.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

4
5

Let me turn it and ask a

question.
Bill, on what basis is the staff making their

6

7 estimates?

PALLADINO:

8

CHAIR~AN

9

COMMISSIONER

10their

staff-~

11

AHEARNE~

e

When they are scheduling

(Simultaneous Conversations - Inaudible)e

MR. DIRCKS:

For the.SER"s we are still basing it

12on the applicant.'s dateso
13-

Estimates for what, John?

That is for the SER's.

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

Joe, you said for some

14reports we have been directed- to use the applicant's.

I

had·

· 15 thought that, too.
. 16

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

I thought that was for the

11. Bev il.1 .
18

GOMM!SSIONER BRADFORD:

I had thought that and

"19. then tr:ied ·.to verify it and couldn It· find any' veri.f ication

20I am away.at the_ end of investigating with the conclusion

21 tha~ we ~~d imposed it more on ·ourselves
22

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

I think Joe Hendrie made

23that change •
24

. COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:·

and that it _didn't

2scome from .the committee.

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC,
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9

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

I gather it came out of one

2of the hearings where they asked why we were making our
3 assumptions and why didn't we ---

4

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

There certainly was a

Shearing where that was discussed, but as I

now understand i t

6! think the decision actually to use the applicant's dates
7came from within the Commission rather than from the
8 committee.
9

COMMISSIONER GILINSKYg

It was just an effort to

10avoid getting into a lot of arguments and avoid criticismo
CHAIRMAN PALLADINQg

That is what I gathered, but

12I thought it came out of the hearing in which that was an
13 important point int hearing

o

14

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

15

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

The subject of the hearingQ
It was an important issue

16 in the hearing.
17

MR. DIRCKS:

But they did direct us when we

1asubmitted the Bevill Report, the monthly Bevill Report to
1suse as the basis for calculating delays the applicant's
20 dates.
21

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

By "they" do you mean the

22committee, Bill?
23

MR. DIRCKS:

The committee.

24

COMHISSIONER BRADFORD:

Is·that in writing

25somehere, because I tried once before to find that?

ALDERSON REPORTING.COMPANY, INC,
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MR. DIRCKS:· I would have to
COMMISSIONER

2

~o

dig i t out. ·

Well, but even if they

GILINSKY~

.3did, in that repoit we would indicate that many months of
·4delay.
COMMISSIOMER AHEARNE:

5

The issue I am trying to

6raise is that as we try to put NRR staff on-·licensing
7reviews and budget their time arid efforts.I think it is
8 important to try to use the best planning that we have

-9available. · ~xperience stiows us the .best planning are the
10NRC estimates and they can be quite substantially different.

11

MR. DIRCKS;

12dates and

pla~.

We use generally the applicant's

back from there.

Where we see a contentious

13hea~ing or: where we see a hei~irtg that may not b~ that

14contentious·we make adjustments back off the
15dates.c We just take i t as a

~eneral

16 adjust it:

up

17

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:· I

.

appl~cant

s

starting line and then

and down. from· that starting line •.
understand.

.

18

0

·CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

If you. would" Tike

to

p_ut

19 something in .there to that extent•
·.. , .. •

20.·

COMMISSIONER .GILINSKY; · At a. minimuin,· it seems. to

21me,.we. want to be sure thit we do have iride~endent NBC
22 estimates 0£ construction completion• dates. because of a
23 period of I

e

think nine months we were not developing :it •.

24

MR. REMICK&

25

MR~

We have that now.

DIRCKS: . But we

h~ve

th~t

now.

e
ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC, ·
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CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:. Suppose we put in there that
2 we use the best available information which may be

.e

3 interpreted by the staff to be something different from
4 what
5

J

9make

i~

·r would prefer somehow to

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE'

will.mak~

clear that the staff

COMMISSIONER GILINSKYi

7

their own estimateso

Suppose we simply say that

a·the staff will make its own independent estimateso
CHAIRMAN PALLADINO'

9
10

COMMISSIONER AHEAaNE:

11

MR. REMICK;

All righto
That would satisfy meo

What you had proposed before,

12Commissioner Ahearne, was staff planning should be based on
13

lndependent NRC ·estimates of construction completion dates.
COMMISSIONER GILINSKY'

14

.

Well, the first. step

'

15toward that is· to ---CSimultaneo~s Conversatio~s 16 Inaudible).
17 : .
18

COMMISSIONER·AHEAnNE:. ,Right.

I will 'be willing

to accept 'that. the NRC will make ·their own -estimates.
.

.

Is that- generally ~gre~able?

19

CHAIR!AN PAL!ADINO:

20

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

21

(Commissioners Ahearne, Roberts, Gilinsky nodding

.Yes~

22 affirmatively.)
23

COMMISSIONER'AHEARNE:

24 has to do with page

1.1.

Here I

The next questicin I have
was more trying to

25understand what was being proposed than making necessarily a

ALDERSON REPORTING·COMPANY, INC,
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1 recommended change.
2

This has to do with Item No. 2 in which i t is

3addressing al.1 generic
4 woul.d like to raise
5

a

There are two sentences I

issues~

question on.

One is the second sentence which says:

"Issues

6included in the present pogram which are not directly
?related to the NRC regulatory

r~quirements

will be

8 eliminated."
9

Then towards the end of that on the next page in

10No. 2 it says;

"The revised program will establish.criteria

11 for adding new issues."
12

My questions are, first, is there a belief that

13there are issues now in the program which are not directly
14 rel.ated to the· regulatory requirements?
15

Then the second question was what was wrong with

16the curient criteria for addin9·new issues?
17
'

MR. REMICK:

1a gue"stion . was

My

~nderstanding

of the first

that there are item~ ·that.. perhaps should not. be

.19 generic issues._.

N·ow ·whether they ar.e ·unrelat.ed to current.

20 regulatory requirements,. that I

am not sure.

There have

· 21 been arguments that .there are issues, generic issues that·
22shQuld no longer be on the list, but'
2~unrelat~d

they are

to regulatory requirements, that I am not sure if

24:that is the
25

wheth~r

thing~

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

Weren't there categories one,·

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC,
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13

1 two and three on the action plan -- (Simultaneous
2 Conversations - Inaudible)
MR. DIRCKS'

3

o

I would have to check, but there may

4be things in there, generic issues, as we go

back~

like the

5socio-economic impact problem that could be called related
6 to the NEPA side of that

COMMISSIONER

7

o

AHEARNE~

There is a generic issue on

(Simultaneous Conversations - Inaudible)o

8 the

MR. DIRCKS:

9

I saidv if my memory is rightw there

1oare issues related to those NEPA issues such as
11 socio-economic ---

COMMISSIONER AHEARNEg

12
13to

NEPA

issues.

There may be issues related

For myself personally I would agree that

''
14those don't rise to the level
of importance of safety.

But

15they do relate to our regulatory requirements because NEPA
1sis under our regulatory requirements.
17

MR. DIRCKS:

I did not pick those words, related

1ato regulatory requirements.

All I-am doing is trying to

19help clarify it.
20

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

The question I had raised

21back in the November commenting really was what issues now
22included ·are not directly related to NRC regulatory
23requirements because at least my memory of them are all of
2~the

items are directly related to the regulatory

25requirements.

That doesn't mean that some of them are of

ALDERSON REPORTING-COMPANY, INC,
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1 lower priority and perhaps we ought to rescrub through and
2drop some of them out.

That is a different issue than the

.3 way this is phrased.
CHAIRMAN

4

PALLADINO~

I .took it that that is what

5 the-Y were trying to say hereo
COMMISSIONER AHEARNEg

6-

If the point is that the -

7Commission will revisit the list of generic items and review

a whether
~with

they should be dropped, something like that, I agree

that.

But the way i t was phrased --MR. REMICK;

10

To the best of my knowledge, that is

11 the intent of the statement and it is consistent with when
12 you :last routed that to the staff..
13-to

7l~ok

at

You indicated you w.anted

those~

14

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

15

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

Yes.
Well, can we try to reword.

16 that?
- 17

··MR. REMICK;

Sure.

18'

CHAIRHlN PALlADINO~

-_19

COKMISSIONER AHEARNE:

2oestabll~hed

That-_is a ~cod point.
Si~ilaily

_in

th~

criteria for adding new issues _I.think what you

21 ar_e saying is there ought to be perhaps a ·revision_ of 22criteria or re-examlnation of the criteria.- _But there are
23 criteria.
.24--

MR. REMICK:

25· is correct.

There are

~rite~ia th~t

exist; that-

I guess if would be helpful if the Commission-

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC,
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1 felt that those were satisfactory then I think that
2 statement need not be there.

COMMISSIONER AHEABNE:. It wasn't c1ear. to me

3

4whether the writer didn't realize there were criteria
5 because we are going to established criteria.

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO::

6

Can we revise that sentence·

7to indicate review the criteria because as part of the
Sgeneric review committee we did want to use new tools to
9look at some of these requirements and it really ends up as
10being a modification of the criteria.

MR. REMICK:

11
12 Chairman?

So what is your suggestion, Mr.,

I· missed that ..

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO;

The criteria for setting

14 priorities will. be reviewed. and possibly revised.
15

CciMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

16

CHAIRMAN PAiLADINO:

That would be fine.
You say you want to ~o back

17 to page. 11?

. · 18.

. .

.

·· <COMMTSSI'ONER
GILINSKY:
. .
. . .
:

.

Yes, at. the top.

· ·H~ a matter. of 'i.n t~·rest. ··.·You. h~ve ·got this commit tee
.
.
'
.
20Executive.Di~ector and~you.

This is

an Depu.ty .··.·

tell him he is supposed to assume:

21 a powerful rol·e in reviewing and recommendi~g and so on"
22 Now that is okay, except we don't use those words anywhere
23else that I

know of in talking.about:; I don't know_what,

24 qua.1i ty assurance' or' anything else •.
. 25.

It seems to me there aught to be a certain
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15·

1 If

we are going to use words like this then we ought to use

2them there.

If we aren't, then maybe we could just say he

3 is expected to, I don't know, but I. think he is expected to
4review and recommend actions in the full range of generic
5 requirements considered by the agency, including backfittingo
6

CHAIRMAN

7important

rule~

a and

I

PALLADINO~

He is expected to assume an

stumbled on "powerfulw I

almost came back and suggested that it sounded like too

- 9 powerful a

word.

10

(Laughtero)

11

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

12 W·ell,. anyway, I
13

remember myself

Well, at least thato

think. there ought to be a balance ..

MR. REMICK:

I

guess. I don't completely understand

14 the bal.ance you are referring to c

I can see that certainly

15 "powerful" --16

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

Well,. we don't see anybody

17here who is to exert a powerful role over the quality
18 assurance program to make sure -- (Simultaneous
19 Conversations - Inaudible).
20

21 up.

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

Incidentally, we did move

As a matter of fact, after reflecting on some of the

22things that happened in our discussions with the
23subcommittee, we thought that we ought to move up to a place
24of prominence the safety operation of licensed plants and
25this was intended to give that kind of balance.

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC,
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I do agree with you that "powerful" seems like an

1

2 unusual word to use.
3

COMMISSIONER BRADFORDi

Central maybe.

4

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

Yeso

It is good

5 considering who is the "DEDROGR."
6

(Laughter.)

7

(Simultaneous Conversations - Inaudible)

8

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

9the pages

I would

lik~

a

'Page 14, at the bottom of

to get clear what it is that we are

10directing the staff in their planning to plan for.
11

say~ng

We are

that they should plan for increased use of

12 st·a-rid:ardization and early siting in connection with one-step
/

e·

13licensing-.
14

They the proposal is

st~rting

in.FY-84.

Now does .that.mean .that we.are saying that the

15staff should begin planning, in other

word~,

put in staffing

16reguests, assuming that there will be construction permit
·

17applita~~ons
MR~

c6ming in in FY-84?:
REM:I:CK:

In essence- it says in Fiscal .Yeat

1eit needs to be piepared.in case·any come in,

and~

I

84

must

20 admit. that, yes.
21
22you are

--·

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:
puttin~

But in planning guidance if

together your resources, if you filter i t

23down to NRR arid are putting together resources, is this now
24Commission. guidance that they should put in "X" people that
.25Should be there now to handle new construction permit

ALDERSON REPORTING-COMPANY, INC,
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1 appl.ications in FY- '.84?
2

MR. REMICK:

I

can't differ that you would

3interpret that -- (Simultaneous Conversations - Inaudible)o
4

- COMMISSIONER.AHEARNE:

I

am serious.

If that what

5 it means?
.6

(Laughter.)

7

KR. REMICK&

I understahd what you are sayingG

It

8 says to be prepared just in case -- (Simultaneous
9Conversati:>ns - Inaudible).
10

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

Well, does this mean just

11 sort of knowing that it could come or what?

I mean, what is

12 it ·that you would_ do?
13·

MR. REMICK:

The assumption is that there would be

14approval -for standardized plant design, one-step licensinq
15and so forth.

This is tell~ng t~e staff that by '84 they

10should ba in a

~osition

to handle such requests if they comee

COHM.ISSTONER GILINSKY:
. 18 position' right now_?.

Well, aren!t

th~y-~n

a

If :Somebody comes in. with that full

. - 19 appiication they ·will .review it- jtist - the• wa_y they
2oreview --(Simultaneous Conversations - Inaudible).
21

~~ey

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

couldn't do one-step

22 licening.
- 23

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

. 24 -

CHAIR!'fAN PALLADINO;

25

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Why not?

Let me· tell you where. --(Simultaneous Conversations

·e
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t - Inaudible).

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY.;

2

-3to

h~ve

another st·age but it might be just a
CHAIRnAN PALLADINOl

4

Welle you are al.ways going
~inimal

stage.

W•ll, I made statements about

5standardization in a couple of talks I have make-artd maybe
- 6 this ·comes from those talks.
I do think that we would gain a great deal of

7

a ben·efi t

by having standardized plants, and I

mean completely

9standardized, that are· reviewed well in advance and even
1omaybe go so far as having the necessary certificatione

What

11 I w~s think~ng of is we should .plan and develop our rules
12and regulations and perhaps legislation so that we could
13have ·iri pl~c~ a prd~ess that would~permit re~iew of a

14 standardized
1sone~step

pla·nt along particular. guidelines. · T think

licensing is an appropriate one to consider in

1scorinection with standardized

plants~

That is what I would

17see us dolng b.etween possibly·now a.nd 1984 •. ..

'

COMMISSIONER. GILINSK{;

18

B~t whai,i~ -it we ~e~d•to~

19 have tha't we don't have right now?-.
-.

·CHAIRMAN PALLADINO;

' 20. -

21

licen~ing-process.

22und~ubtedly
'

23you

We -call for a- two-step

I think even though you say

~here

will

be a review where you mesh the site .and maybe
'

als~

have ariother review that confirms that the plant

24.was ·built according to standardi_zed plant, I ·.think the.

--

2swording ~n setting up thes~ ~wo steps would· b~ considerably

ALDERSON REPORTING·COMPANY; INC,
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1 different.
I was hoping that the background for accomplishing

2

3 this would come in part out of this task force.

I

ani

4 looking ahead to streamlining this policyo
~HEABNE&

COMMISSIONEB

5

th~n

6 anything there other

ha~e

I

rio difficulty with

I was asking the question on, what

7were we really telling the staff to do in the way of

a resources
9.this a

.bY starting in FY-84G

of saying,

wa~

By starting

COHMISSIONgR GILINSKY:

12-ruie~making

wasn • t

I

sure wh.a t

---

Are you talking
about
.
.

or are you talking about assuming that
~hich

13 legislation will have passed

CHAIRMAN

14

was

nowu you ought to start building

~ell,

10 up a construction permit branch?
11

in·FY~84,

PALLADINO~

15par;ticular sentence met.· I

will ---

.Well, I

don~t·

know .what this

was' trying to give you

. 16 background that· .may have led· to- this

sentence~

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: · · NO', .. I.· understand that.
_· _ 18 But ~it s~e.~s to. me: that

·we

.

.

.

riow 'h'ave the :t:lexibility to load··
.

.

.

-19 a-. lot more on· .the. constr-U:ction permit review ,•and a lot less
.

.. .

.

'

.

· . 20 on the operating. license review to make. it p~etty close to
21 one-step ·licensing •
22

. CHAIRMAN

~ALLADINO:

·I would_ see in

_. 23_stand.ardization also some closer attention_ to the th:teshold
24at which we. would :r:equire any changes.,
. . 25

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:. Okay, so that is .

e.
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1 something.

We did have an assembly line for standard

2 designs and it turned out that it mostly dealt with
3 preliminary designs.

So it wasn • t

all that useful.

They

4also were gearing up for dealing with final designs.

MR. DIRCKS:

5

There is one final design that is

6almost ready to be docketed and that is on the GESSAR planta
7

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

On the what?

8

MRc DIRCKS;

the General Electric plantG

9

CHAIBMAN-PALLADINQg

GESSAR~

Will that be integrated

-10balance of plant arid nuclear steam supply system?
MR~

11
12their

DIRCKS:

pres~ntations

The way i t has been pitched to us in

is it will be a complete

COMMISSIONER· GILINSKY:

13

plant~--

There is a system for

14doing that and there must be something in there about it
15takes to trigger additional
16don•t

rem~~ber

require•ents~

the details on that.

I

must say I

That is something that

17 one can· take· a loo'k .at again. .

.

.

.

-

-

_'·MR.-REMICK:_• - There is a interrelationship;. too,

18
..

.

.

19betw~en standardization and early site review~

If you are

2ogoing to do early site review you have to have the envelope
21 that

(Simultaneous Conversations - Inaudible).

22

. COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: -We have a system for early

23 site _review.
24·

MR •. REMICK:

I realize th~t, but whether it is irt

25 existence now an.d whether i t is up to date .and so forth,
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1 that I don't know.

But you do have to have some kind of an

2 envelope of factors and so forth that an early site must
3meet which is consistent within one or

So

· 4 pla_nts that might come along·..

~ore

standardized

this interface has to be

5-there.
6

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:
hav~

7between dusting off what we

8--CSimultaneous Conversations 9

!].

REMICK~

Thi~

~ould

mean anything

and getting ready for
Inaudible).

(Simultaneous Conversations -

10 Inaudible}.
11

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE&

One of the difficulties I

12 think is that, at lea·st three of. us on this side of the
13 table and' I

don •t know about Tom and Peter, but three of us

14 lier en 't -re.ally too such, .vha t that meant.

It has some

15difficulty then iii providing pla~ning guidance.to the
16·staff.

Maybe if you. could expand· on that a little bit
-

'

. 17 rather than being . that terse;.. because I

don.' t. disagree

:W i'th

.18 BJ.1·1· .·
19 .. ·.

. ,, . CHAIRMAN PALLADD(O: · Well;.- why don't

.we

try ~t.

20 It may_ be that we will want it for exami-ning the .current
21Plans for handling standardized plants.
. 22.

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

23with the construction permit

All of this seems to deal

proce~s

or improving the

. 24 licensing proces.s for new"'· applications.

Is .that what this

25 was all about?
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M~. ~EMICK:

1

It would be new applications if they

2 are standardized presumably •

. COMMISSIONER

3

GiiINSKY~

Is this whole page. about

4new eonstruction permit applications?

.MR. EYSYMONTT:

5

The

l~nguaqe

under

"A~

really

~s

6 broader ·than that.
7

CHAIRMAN PALLADINOg

8

MR.

EYSYMONTT~

What va~ that?

I say the language under the

. 9 "Policy" appears to be broader than just· ne• applicationsQ
~

10The first sentence.

CHAIRMAN
12reg~rd

--

It covers the entire licensing processo
PALLADINO~

My own. feeling is that with

to improving the licensing process it

13looking ahead to new plants because I

r~ally

is

think all.of the

14.operating licensei that ~e have-coming ~p:ara going to be
15Te~iewed basically under ou~ ~resent

plans.

The few CPs

1sthat we have are really geared. fb the Old way of d6ing
17 things.
- .

.

Now

18<

:i.£

there are some incid.ental. steps taken to

· 1s-i1U:i;:irove ·_the.· hearing.· process or any.th::p1g along the way, I
-·20 would - still count them· a.s- being our. present concept.

I

was

21 taking this to mean looking ahead to the future.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNEj

22

-We might even go back to

2athe pievious version which had €he phrase "make the pres~nt
.

-

.24 licensing process for new construction permit applications.
25 mo.re efficient."

, -
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CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:
2 out,.

I don• t

I don't know how that got

think I took it out.

3

(Simultaneous Conversations - Inaudible)

4

COMMISSIONER

5

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

6

{Simuitaneous Conversations

7

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

8

(Laughter.,)

That was on page f2.

AHEARNE~

Let me see if I took i t out.
Inaudible)

Hy staff took i t ·cute

.COMMISSIONER AHEARNEg
10 was on page 16 •

o

The next question I have

No, that is a minor question and I can·

l1 clarify that with the staff ..

12

On paga 22.

13 Guidance!'· No., 1.,

The first question is under "Planning

This is more a question of trying .to

14 und_erstand. the floating. process. at the· moment.
15chahged several times and now i t readsg
16rev~ew

its QA

~£forts

and propose an

This ·has ·

. "The NRC staff will

agency~wide.plan·

by

.1rearly • 82."

. 18 ·

.COMI'JISSio'N.ER GILINSKY: . You are on. which• page now? .
:·

. 19;

20

.

-

;"

·... coinnssIONER

AHEARNE i .. This' is 'page. 22,. Item.· No •...1 ....

. An earlier version. ha'd ·pulling. it altogether in a

21 single office.
22than an

.

T agree with the p~opo~al 0£ a plan rather.

acco~plishment,

but I wondered did

t~is

mean that

23pulling it together in.a iingle office is not lorig~r to be·
.

..

-

24 considered·· or. does that just mean that that would be one of·
. 25 the options that wou1.d .be considered?·
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MR. REMICK:

That would be one of the options but

2 not to limit it to that or not tie it. down at the moment.,

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE&

3

But i t certainly would

4 incorporate that.
5

MR. REMICK:

It was not intended to preclude ---

s·

CHAIRMAN RALLADINoi·

What did you have in mind in

?putting them all in one office?

You mean all the

a construction,

all QA, the design and

all the

~pecation,

9 everything?

--

AHEARNE~

10

COMMISSIONER

11

(laughtgr.)

12

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE1

13-~(Simultari~ous

Don°t turn to

~e,

Joe.

It is ~n earlier version

Convetsations - Inaudible).

14

MR~

EYSYMO~TT:

15 .

CHAIRMAN PALLADINOi

CInaudible.)"

I had some question·on.the

. 16 ot~er. version also.
: MR.· DIRCKS: ·

17

We

are taking a look -at all .the :QA

''18 activities as ·YOU noted •.. One Of· the options' we are.
'' -

'

.

·-

'

·. 19con's.td~ring, ·and i t may actually. turn·; into a- proposal, ·is ·

2oth~t .wepick:.up·QA, th.at is ·fh~ QA-~ctlvities wh,tch are'
.

21 currently scattered across at least three offices and talk
22 abO'\lt the advantages or disadvantages of putting them irito
23.one ·off ice.
'24

25

·.. · CHAI.RMAN PALLADINO:·
MR~

DIRCKS:

W~

Which . th.ree offices?

have I&E, NRR and Research and'
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1 Standards.

Because of the relatively small numbers of

2 people in each office it really doesn•t form a central core
3th3t you

c~n

get

~t

and hold someone responsible foro

We

4 tried various coordinative activities such as a QA task

5force or a QA working group and it hasn•t worked outQ

When

6 prob1ems of QA come up, I find it very difficult to turn to
?one official and say tell me about the problemo

I

have to

Scali in four or five people and none of them have paid that
9 much a ttent;ion to a re la ti vely small problem.
10

I don•t want to prejudge ite but I have asked them

11 to take a look at pulling all these things together and
12giving one office a designated responsibility.
13

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO;

Would one office be able to

14 handle all the various aspects?

15

MR. DIRCKS:

16

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

Yeso
That would just give it a

11need for different coordination towards the NRR person
18

19

(Simultaneous Conversations
- Inaudible)
__ _.

MR. DIRCKS:

QA, the NRR sort of drops out of it

2oafter the review of the plant.

NRR has maybe two and a half

21 to three people engaged in QA activities.

I am even

22thinking that moving those two or three people would not
23 cripple it.
24

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

Well, that still would be

25 possible under· this Item No. · 1.
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COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

1

I don't disagree with the

2way it was phrased, but I wanted t6 ask a guestion because
3it did change and I had a concern that it might in this
4 change mean the elimination of that proposal which sounded
5-1ike a pretty good proposalo

.MR. DIRCKS:

6

It is still bubbling

~longQ

7

COMMISSIONER

AHEARNE~

Fineo

8

MR. DIRCKS&

We will get something

9-(Simultaneous Conversations - Inaudible)o
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

e

11 on

No~

121~

·came

13

The last question I had was

3, the second sentence of Moe 3.
fr~m,

could say

:i.

I understand where

but I just hoped that perhaps the Chairman.

few words about what his concept waso

14

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO,

15

{Laughter.)

16

CHAIRMAN

PALLADINO~

I asked for this to be put :in"

The way I perceived it was

17that looking at .the way major corporations work they h~ve

1a ffhancial

19 is

.

.

·.

.

a Udi ts Of _their fiscal responsibilities and this·

because manag.ement just can't go and make sure that

20 everything· is going on right.
21

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

22

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

Sure.
Recognizing that the

23interface between·.the utility arid all the subcontractors is
24a cause of major difficulty in some

c~ses,

I thought it

25would be appropriate therefore to.· have a parallel
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1 independent audit of the quality assurance programs by the

--

2utility to make sure that it is getting the kind of plant
3 that it ought to have,. that it contracted for and that it
4 needs.

5

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

6 think the idea is good

I had two questions.

I

o

7

The first was what did you mean by certified?

8

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

I don"t know if I used the

9word "certified,n but I was thinking independent auditso
10

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

I

agree with independent

11 audits.
"12

COMMISSIONER GILINSKYi

Well, the certified is

13 important.
14

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO;

We don't have things that are

15 certified
16

COMMISSION ER AHEARNE:

(Inaudible)

17

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

(Laughter)

An imp0rtant part of the

1slicense fbr example of county audits is that there is a
19professional -- (Simultaneous Conversations - Inaudible).
20

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Yes, but there is.

21 Absolutely.
22

COMMISSIONER ROBERTS:

There aren't any

23professional QA auditors, are there?
24

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

25

COMMISSIONER ROBERTS:

No.
I thought that is what John
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1 was asking.
2

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

3

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

You are making my pointo

Well, for the moment. I guess

4all I could say is competent, independent --5

(Laughter.)

6

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

We don't have any way that I

7 know of ..

·a

MR. DIRCKS:

9it that way.

It is a matter of style when you say

think this is one of the options we are

I

10considering, but if you say it in that way.it may turn out
11 to the uninitiated that the Commission now is directing thiso
' 12

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE&

That was the second

13 question.
14

MB. DIRCKS:

15

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Oh, okayD
~hat

is the other

16 question •. When we say steps should be taken to _see that, is
17~hat a.etiphemis~
'

'

for· saying we shall

. MR. DIRCKS:

18

·That ·is.. how 1 t could

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

19

re~uire?.

.

b.e.

rir ie.will go on

2orule-mak1.ng to put i t into place, or we urge?.

It wasn't

21 clear to me what i t was.
CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

22

23hope

ho~e

24

I believe about all we could

to do at the present time is develop
COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

You are creating an

25 industrr.
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e

(Laughter.)

-

2

(Simultaneous Conversations

Inaudible)o

3

MR. REMICK:

How about consideration shoul.d be

5

MR .. DIRCKS:

That woul.d be better.

6

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

4 given to.

Incidentally, I would like to -

7 look at this wording as compared to what I have used in some
Stalks because I had given some thought to ite
9

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Let me ask, Forresto

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Are

10
-11

w~

telling the staff by

12-this, staff prepare for us a plan, prepare for us a policy,
13or prepare for us a proposed rule, or are we saying staff,
14YOQ should
15

g~

out and carry this message to the industry?

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY; - The staff should play a

16 powerful. role o
17

- (Laughter.)
MR~
.

1econsider·

th~

REMICK:· We are saying the_ :staff _should .__

.,

·:_.

'.

: .

,· _·

....

former as well as the --(Simul.taneoris

20Conversations - Inaudible).
21

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: - I think that the staff

22ought to discuss wi-th the industry and encourage the
2~industry

and explore

wh~t

6an be done in developing it.and I

24 think that this_ should be clarified a bi:t.
25

COMMISSIONER ROBERTS:

C~n

I make a comment on
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-1 this same section.

For me personally I am not prepared to

2make the blanket indictment or the quality assurance
3 pro_blems currently plaguing plants under design and
4construction.

I

think recognizing some specific problem

5plants is one thing.

I think to make the blanket statement

6that by inference all plants are plagued by QA problemsp I
?personally

hav~

some difficulty with that.
Where is that?

8

CHAIRMAN VALLADINO:

9

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Same sectiono

10

conMISSIONER ROBERTS&

Same section, page 22,

11 "Planning Guidance," paragraph 3, the first sentence ..
12
13

MR. R.EMICK:

How about "some plan ts~"

· COMHISSIONEB ROBERTS:

How about "currently

be~n~

c~nstruction."

That

14experiencei by plants undei design and

· 15 says there are some problems and it doesn't say that all
. 16 plan ts- are plagued by it.
17

18 what I

~OMMISSIONER

GILINSKY:

That is okay.

I guess.

would. sa·y is that -where there really are problems NRC

-19 ou'ght to- do· more than coordinate with industry.·
20.

Is there something in here that NRC will enforce a

21 system of discipline?
22

---

MR. REMICK:- In answer to your question we don 9 t

23 have those words in there,- no.
. 24
25.

(Laughter.)
CHAIRMAN PALLADINOi

~ell,

why don't you try to
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· 1 work with Commissioner Gilinsk.y and see what comes out of
2 that.
REMICK;

Fine.

3

~R.

4

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

5circums~ribe

I do agree that we should

this statement with regard to the extent of the

6problems, that they don't apply necessarily to all plants.
7

COMMISSIONER AHEABNE:

Tom•s words are fine with

8 me.
9
10 .

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:
MRa REMICK;

Tho~e

I

think Tom's words are fineG

were "being experienced by

1.1 plants" instead of "plagued"?
12

COMMISSIONER ROBERTS:

Correct.

. 13

COMMISSIONER ROBERTS:

We11, Vic,' I don't have any

14 problem with your concept. . If those clearly are problems I
15.think we ought to maybe do a little more than coordinate
16 with them.
17 .·
. -.--.,.:

That is not unreasonable.·

COMKISSIONER GILIKSKY:

Right.
.

18

.

. .

t6MMtssioN~R ROBERTS: 'Bu~ .a blinket indictment .I

19 don• t think is fair.
20

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

21

CHAIRMAN

22

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE;

23thoughts there.

PALLADINO~

On~

Right.

Yes.
Actually you have got two

.is developing the approach and the

24other is with those plant specific --

(Simult~neous

25 Conversations - Inaudible).
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COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:
2

(Laughter.)

3

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

We want surgical strength.

I think you want to work with

4 the industry, to overcome problems"' but then, you also want, to
5 take steps to· enforce

(Simultaneous Conversations -

6 Inaudible).

7

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

Coordinating on developing

ameans to deal with these problems and so on.
9word

"coordinate~

is righto

At least the

But when you are talking about

10enforcing specific requirements, then I think you need
, , 11 something more than, "coordinate., n
\

12 .

CHAIRMAN PALLADINOg

Vic or Peter, do you

ha~e

.13 ·other areas --14

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

15 a little further back.
16

O~,

Let's see, I had something

yes, Safety Goal.

CHAIRMAN 'PALLADINO:

What page?

COMMISSIONER ,GILINSKY:

19. . I

am, ·all for safety·

1a~oals, but I ~m ~oi ~ure if the answ~r is a,s~f~ty- goal.,
19

CH~IRM~N PALiADINO:

20

COMMISSIONER GILIHSKY;

(Inaudible.)
I

think we need to become

21increasingly specific about what it is we are trying to do
22and that may take a variety of forms.

I doubt whether it is

23going to be one safety goal.
24

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

A~

a matter of ,fact, I think

25you had ·two qualitative-safety goals, two,quantitative and·
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1 then you had the limit on the probabi·li ty of --COMMISSIONER ROBERTS:

-2

--- core melts and then

3 also the cost benefits.
4

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE&

5

MR. REMICK:

6fou~

Righto

So you might say two qualitative and

numerical guidance.
COMMISSIONER GILINSKYs

7

a specific safety guidance.

I would

say increasingly

You will_ have t6 use the words

9 "safety goal" because we have talked about it.
10

MR. REMICK:

11

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY;

12increa~ingly

It could be "develop safety goals."
Yes, which will ·codify

specific safety guidance, or something like

13 that.14-

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO&

15

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

I

don't --It is just that I don't

16want it to be ••a safety.g-oal."
17
1ay~u

19

CHAIRMAN

~ALLADINO:

have -- increasing

~hat,

Safety goals with

eno~gh~

what did

specific

COMMISSIONER.GILINSKY:

2dgoals" is good

-~

!ayb~

just saying·"safety,

But that :makes it sound lika they

· 21 are independent --22'

MR. REMICK:

If you look in (2) below we do have

23gualitative safety goals and associated numerical guidance.
24Is there inconsistency in the document between goal and
25goals? - I agree it is intended to be just one number.
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And it isn't.

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

COMMISSION-ER GILI?ISKY:

2

3more specific safety griidance.
4in the title and I

I would be inclined to say
You have got

saf~ty

would leave that up thereu but

goal up

i~

the

I

'!

5 te.xt I would say "must develop more specific safety.·
6 gui-dance."

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

7

That tracks with the part

Syou are taking in the paper itself@

COMMISSIONER GILINSKI:

9

I would leave thisu but

10

then just -put in 'he-re "must develop more specific safety

11

gu:l.dance."

MR. REMICK:

12
-. 13 -

Instead of "safety

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

14 tne .·other paragraphs below.

Theri you need to conform

_wouldn't say "a safety- goal"••

I

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

15

goal~"

I

think making it pxural is

1smore consistent:with what we are doing •
. COMMISSIONER-GILINSKY;

.H.

Yes~

'

'

Let's see,- ri~k assesseinent, we say:

18
,

'·

.,•

"Special

'·
'

-

'

~gaiteritiori ~h6uld be~~iven to.usin~ probabiiisti~·assess~ent
-20 techniques in areas
2tsomething

~bout

•

I

.•

-

•

•

..

where-the data

guess-I wouid throw in

I

w~rrants

or

somethi~g

like

-- _22 that.
23

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

24:good suggestion _because a lot

Oh, yes..

of

I_ .think that is a

.t.imes you c;an - waste a lot

25o_f time if you don't have appropriate data.
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2.

COM~ISSIONEB GILINSKY:

That is about it I think.

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

In the section on "W'a'ste

3Management," I

had asked 1ast

how you got- the three

tim~

4sites instead of the five to be

ch~racterizedo

Last

y~ar

it

5 said five.
MR. REMICK;

6

answ~r

think the

I

to that is that i t

7is consistent with what is in at least the Senate bill was

a three

sites~

9sta~f

in their budget is considering three

The other answer we have .gotten is that the

MR. CORNELL:

10

I

sites~

talked to Jack Martin about this

11 this morning o

Five sites apparently is what the Carter

12Administrat~on

was talking about

over~

year ago.

In our

13current procedural rule we talk about a minimum of three
14 sites.
COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

15
16ge~red

to three_sites

b~ing

Our rule has always been

actually submitted.

It was my
.

.

.

17 understanding. tliat' DOE was. going .to· characterize five _and

.··. .

;,

.

18 then submit three.·

MR~ -CORN.ELL·: - _My understanding is. I g.uess ·that the

19 .··.·..

2o'Administ:r::ation now. is thinking of a minimum of three sites.
21 Whether they are going bey_ond, I am· not sure, but it is in
22our

proced~ral

rule at this point a minimum of thtee.

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

23

'

24in our
'

.

r~les

.

I

think' there is anything

·,·

that_requir~s

them to go bejond three, but I

.

.

· 25 knew that we had s·aid five last year ·because DOE had planned

e.
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1 to do five.
2

MR. CORNELL:

Jack Martin's impression is that

3they are looking at three at this point6 but they seem to
4 change
5

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

Well, I don't think they

Scan go below three with our rule· as it
: 7·.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNEg

stands~

Can I ask you a question

a related to that since you raised it ..
9

10

CHAIRMAN PALLADINOg
COMMISSIONER

11-is on pag.e 16.

AHEARNE~

What page?
It is the same thing.

It

The time period that NHSS believes that they

12 can meet to finish the review.v you have three and a half
13years in; is that what
14

MR. REMICK:

This came as a result of a discussion

15I had with Jack Martin I think yesterday or the day before.
16It is on the

a~sumption

that it would be 16 months for an

· 17 SER and two years for a hearing coming to three and a )1alf.

1aHe says that is consistent with o~e 6f the S~nate
· 19 committees.

T think it is the Environment .Committee.

He

20 feels i t is reasonable.
21

It is,

howe~er,

based on the assumption, and Jack

22says he has good assurance that that is the way that both
23the subcommittees are going, that the FES _prepared by DOE
24would be accepted by the Commission.
25be a separate

FES~

It would not have to

They could rely on the DOE one and he:
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1 indicates that the word is that the committees are thinking
2along that line.

He says if that is the

cas~

then three and

3 a half years is consistent with that ..

And if that is not the case?

4

COMMISSIONER

AHEARNE~

5

MR. REMICK&

He would say that he has got a

6problem because-he can see 16 to 18 months for a DES, nine
7 months for an FES and two years for a hearing which is about
8 four years.
9

10

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

MR. EYSYMONTT&

We ought· to be explicit.

On the assumption that such and

11 such.
12

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

1a- - : .. ,

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

Yeso
You want to State

th~

14 assumption?
'15

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Well, i t turns out from

1awhat he just said that that is a critical assumption.
17

MR. REMICK'

It. is a critical assumption·.

18

MR. DIRCKS:

In corinec£i6n with that, this is a

19'mixture of basing_ the program here= either on the legislation
20 that is pending or ·on the submissions thus far to the waste
21 confidence proceeding.

If you take the waste confidence

22proceedihg submissions, both DOE and our own, then the dates
23change~

·. 24 . '

.Instead of mid-FY-84 i t would be
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

mid~FY-86.

In mid-84 we

~ill

have in

25 place all · r:egulato:cy guidance and criteria? ·
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MR. CJRNELL:

The confidence proceeding, when you

2actually get down to the middle of the paragraph mid-FY-85
3becomes · '88.

If you back off from that you get to

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

4

Sta the NRC as early as

~as

NRC, they are looking at an
CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

9

10based

that the the submittal to

°88 date and not an
I

• 85 date ..

think they are possibly
'

the earlier drafts of some of that legislation.

~n.

MR. DIRCKS:

11

Yes.

12 based on the leqisla ti on~

Then the whole thing would be
That should be specified.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

13
14~lear

It doesn't say "will."

DOE's current planp as Jack

7indicated to me this morning,

a the

860

This says "may be submitted

mid-'85.~

MR. CORNELL:

1

though.

Yeso

Let me get one thing

When we will have in place our guidance as

1scriteria, is that mid-'84 the legislation driven· date or th~
16date

th~t

we currently believe we will have in place all of

.17our regulaf~ry guidince arid ~riterial
.

'

:-'" 18 .

·.·MR. CORNELL i ·

19

COMMISSIONER

20.

MR~·CHILK:

21

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

22

CHAIRMAN PALLADtNO:

'23

It is the. former.
AHEARNE~

I thought: it was _the latter.·

Jack said they can't make mid-'84.
They cannot?
Then why

shoul~

we put it in?

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: • We shouldn't be

24

MR. CHILK:

25

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

put·~t

here.

That is why we suggested '86.
Did Jack

Mart~n

review these
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1 dates?
_MR. CHILK:

2

Yes.

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO~

3

But he still went with by

4 mid- 1 84?
5

HR. CH ILK:

No, he does not..

6

COM~ISSIONER AHEA~NE:.

7in here that the staff feels

MR. CORNELL:

8

• 86.,

Are there any other points

th~t

they definitely cannot do?

Well, one alternative you have would

9be just to start with the NRC will have in place regulatory
10guidance and so forth and so one

You might just strike the

11 date altogether and· not -- (Simultaneous Conversations 12

Inaudible) •. .

.·

.

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO; - , You- might say "will have .

13

14regulato~y ~uidance and criteria in accordance: with such
'

'

15leg~sl~tion

as the Congress may pass."

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

16

But can we, meet the

17~legi-slation if they pass the legisl,ation?
•

,.

r

··,

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:-.

18

~·.

':

The later legislation I thi.nk .

19 we have a :;hanc~ of -meeting.- :The_ earlie_r one we :did- not
20 have a cha~c~ of··meetihg.·
21 '88.
22

r

think this
MR~

~eeds

REMICK~

It _is the-one they._ extended to
to be re-examined.

We need some guidance because we get

23· conflicting signals no· matter who we talk to.
24

_2sclear.

COMKISSIONE~

AHEARNE:

·Let's

~ee

if we can be

-

mid~~86.

Thay

According to the staff they can make
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1 expect the license application by '88,, did you say?
2

MR. REMICK;

3

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

• 8 8.

From the numbers you

4mentioned, Forrest, it might take them. over four years to do
5 the review?

MR. REMICK:

6

~:

It may if the Commission has to

?produce a separate CES/WSE.
8

CHAIRMAN PALLADINOi

9

MR. REMICK;

I have a little problem

--1

As I say,, Jack 0 s feeling is it is

10going to be as I indicated, and therefore three and a half
r··

11 years would be an acceptable change from four years.

Of

12 course, if they don't come out that way" then· he is back
13 where h.e was where he was concerned about two years· and nine
14 months.
CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

'15

.16 foll.owing.

The problem I

They. came out with proposed legislation and we

11said that the time period was too
18 it•

have is the

sho~t

and they extended

Now, I 'don "t know whether that is going to pass or.

19 not:.

Whatever :th.e Congress. passes, I think· we ha.Ve to gear

. 20 up to tty to do.
That is why I

21

was.wondering that maybe we don't

22want to put all these dates.in here, but 1ndicate that we
23should· plan on the basis of such legislation as is passed by
24the tongress. ·If
.25say

i~

~e

want to put any caveats in there we.can

such pLanning we have got to recognize that it takes
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1 th us and th us time to do things.

But, rather, say we are

2going to do what the Congress wants us to do.
3

COM~ISSIONER

AHEARNE:

I would say we would try

4_our beit to meet whatever Congress requireso
5

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

I was trying to attach it to

6the legislation that we have an obligation to try to do what
-7 they say.

We should plan on doing what the legislation

8passes and make known such obstacles as may exist in the
9 pa th, if any.

10

COMMISSIONER

AHEARNE~

I

g~ess

where I fall off of

11 what you said, Joe, is that if the Congress tell us to do
12~6mething that we really can"t dou I

would feel that I

13could't direct the staff to now plan on

doin~

that if they

14 know they can •t do it.
. 15

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

If you can't do it, ideritify

16the barriers that exist to doing it.
17

MR. REMICK:

Well, it would be helpful-I think if

1a·EDQ~s~o£~ic~·co~id gi~e u~ ~ rlr~ft with a p~~~graph~ that
19meet~ -~(Simuit~neous Con~ersation~ - in~udi~l~)·.

e

.20

MR. CORNELL:

Yes.

21

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Fine.

22

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

All right.

23

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO;.

24

COMMISSTONER GILINSKY: . (Nodding negatively .. )

25

CHAI RH AN PALLADINO;

Vic, do you have more?

Peter?
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COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:
2

CHAIRMAN PALLADINCi

3

COMMISSIONER ROBERTS:

4

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

(Nodding negatively.)

Tom?
(Nodding negatively.)
Wellu I am sure there are

5 other wording changes that will develop ..
Let me suggest that you give them

6

?we will circulate all the changes and see if

Forrest~
~e

Then

are close

8 enough for a not a ti on vote ..
MR. REMICK&

9

10 week?

Could we have those by Friday of this

If that reasonable to expect?

Otherwiseu we are not

11 sure if we are going to get additional ones..

Is that

12 reasonable?
13

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY&

14

(Laughter.)

15

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

1away.

It is reasonable to expecto

Well, let's leave it this

If someone has comments and can't them to you by

11Friday, how about letting Forrest you can't get them to him
18 by Friday.
19

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE;

~ell,

I raised all mine

2oexcept for one question which I can just take a minute later
21 and ask you the rest.
22
23
24

I have no other comments.

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO;

Any more on this subject?

· (No response.)
CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

Well, thank you all.

25
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We will stand adjourned.
2
3

(Whereupon, at

3~10

Pomo, the meeting adjournedo)

* * *
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